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Sunday, June 3, 1979-3:00 P.M. 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ROBERT D. O'BRIEN. Chairman ROBERT L. SHEERAN 
Chairman, Univar Corporation Vice President & Manager, 
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
GENEVIEVE A LEERS 	 Seattle, Washington 
CHARLES Z. SMITH 
FRANK E. CASE, S.J. Associate Dean, University of Washington Law School 
Assistant Professor of Business, Seattle University WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN. S.J. 
JOHN H. Gy. s.j. President, Seattle University 
Dean, College of Humanities, University of Santa Clara JOSEPH A. TETLOW. S.J. 
America Magazine, New York 
THOMAS F. HEALY. S.J. KELLY WALLER 
President, Matteo Ricci College President, Safeco Life Insurance Company 
GENE E. LYNN J. KEVIN WA1ERS, Sj, 
The Careage Corporation Associate Professor of Music, Seattle University 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
ANN (MRS I. Es.s,',$) WYCKOFF, Chairman WAL1ER T. HUBBARD 
Seattle, Washington Board of Prison Terms & Paroles 
GENEVIEVE ALBERS JAMES T. HUGHES 
Seattle, Washington I)irector, Department of Labor & Industries 
THOMAS J. BANNAN (EMERITUS) RHOADY LEE. SR 
Indian Wells, California Lakeside Industries 
JOHN A. BEYER JEANETEE (MRS. ROBERT) LOWDEN 
President, General Construction Company President, Seattle University Guild 
JOHN K. BLUME DOROTHY (MRS JAMES) LYNCH 
President, University Enterprises Inc. Bremerton, Washington 
WILLIAM E. BOEING, JR. GENE E. LYNN 
Chairman, Tn-Land Corporation The Careage Corporation 
E.H. BOULLIOUN JOHN A. MOGA 
President, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co. Arthur Andersen and Company 
JANE (MRS. PREsc:oyr) BRANSTETFER NANCY (MRS ARFHLrR E.) NORDHOFF 
Ferndale, California Bellevue, Washington 
EUGENE BRENNER ROBERr D. O'BRIEN 
Attorney,Janin, Morgan & Brenner Chairman, Unlvar Corporation 
CLIFF BURGLIN GORDON ROESSLER 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Seattle, Washington 
WILLIAM R. CHANDLER 
CELESrE F. ROGGL 
Boise, Idaho 
Seattle Washington 
JOSEPH R. CURTIS 
WILLIAM RUCKELSHAUS 
Vice Chairman, Seattle-First National Bank 
Senior Vice President, Weyerhaeuser Co. 
RALPH M. DAVIS 
VALERIE P. RYAN 
Edmonds, Washington 
Chairman, Puget Sound Power & Light 
ROBERT L. SHEERAN 
MICHAEL DENNEFO Vice President & Manager 
Resident Manager, E.F. Hutton & Co. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc. 
CARLOS FLOHR (EMERITUS) WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN. S.J. 
President, Flohr & Co. Metals Fabricators, Inc. President, Seattle University 
Seattle, Washington C. ROBERT TRUEX, JR. 
STANLEY D. GOLUB Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 
President, Simon Golub and Sons, Inc. Rainier National Bank 
MARY MARGARET (MRS GERALD) GRIBBLE WIlLIAM P. WooDs (EMERITUS) 
President, Seattle University Alumni Association Chairman, Washington Natural Gas Co. 
UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION 
WILLIAM J. 	StLI.Iv.AN. S.J. JOHN U. ESHELMAN, Ph.D. 
University President Dean, Albers School of Business 
WILLIAM A. GUPPY, Ph.D. FREDERICKJ. GIES, Ed.D. 
Academic Vice President Dean, School of Education 
GREGORY F. LUCEY, S.J., Ph.D. PATRICIA A. FERRIs. Ph.D. 
Vice President for Educational Planning and Development Dean, School of Nursing 
JAMES P. LYDDY. Ph.D. GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D. 
Vice President for University Relations Dean, School of Science and Engineering 
KENNETH R. NIELSEN, Ed.D. MICHAEL V. Fox, M.A. 
Vice President for Student Life Director of Admissions 
VIRGINIA L. PARKS. Ph.D. MARY ALICE LEE. B.A. 
Vice President for Business and Finance Registrar 
WILLIAM E. HAYES, S.J., M.A. JAMES E. SAWYER, Ph.D. 
Executive Assistant to the President Director, Institute of Public Service 
WILLIAM F. LEROUX, S.J., MA., S.T.I). EDWIN H. WEIHE, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences Director, Matteo Ricci II 
Two 
Baccalaureate Mass 
ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Saturday, June 2, 1979-3:00 P.M. 
	
PRINCIPAL CELEBRANT 	MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN, D.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
CONCELEBRANTS 	REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
REVEREND LEO B. KAUFMANN, S.J. 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES 	REVEREND CHARLES E. SCHMITZ, S.J. 
COMMENTATOR 	SISTER JOAN HARTE, O.P. 
LECTORS 	JEANNE CHRISTENSEN 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
13 REx ELLIOTT 
A.S.S. U. President 





REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
President of Seattle University 
Missa Brevis in F Major (K. 192) 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
CHORALE AND CHAMBER SINGERS 
WILLIAM SUMMERS, Ph.D., Director 
DAWN CADDY, Assistant Conductor 
HOWARD HOYT, M.A., Organist 
Reception 
CAM PION TOWER—SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 






PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
Louis K. CHRISTENSEN, Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
BEN CASHMAN, Ph.D. 
J. WILLIAM Mc LELLAND, M.A. 
BERNARD M. STECKLER, Ph.D. 
ANDRE L. YANDL, Ph.D. 
Assistant Marshals 
"March from Sigurd Jorsalfar" 
Edvard Grieg 
West Seattle High School Band 
TERRENCE DOUGHERTY, Director 
THE ROTC COLOR GUARD 
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 
	
WILLIAM A. Guppy, Ph.D. 
Academic Vice President 
INVOCATION 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
RECIPIENTS OF HONORARY DEGREES  
REVEREND CHARLES E. SCHMITZ, Si., M.A. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
WALTER SCOTT BROWN, M.D. 
Seattle Surgeon 
SR. MARY LUKE TOBIN, S.L. 
Catholic Religious Leader 
HENRY MARTIN JACKSON 
Senator, State of Washington 
Four 
	
MUSICIAL SELECTIONS 	"Tollite Hostias" (from the Christmas Oratorio) 
Camille Saint-Saens 
"Hallelujah" 
Georg Philipp Telemann 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY CHORALE AND 
CHAMBER SINGERS 
WILLIAM SUMMERS, Ph.D., Director 
HOWARD HOYT, M.A., Organist 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 	REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN. S.J., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
WILLIAM A. GUPPY, Ph.D. 
Academic Vice President 
CHARGE TO GRADUATES 	REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, Si., Ph.D. 
President of Seattle University 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 	President's Award 
Professor Emeritus Conferral 
United States Army Commissioning 
RECESSIONAL 	"Marche Romaine" 
Charles Gounod 
Five 
DR. WALTER SCOTT BROWN 
You are a surgeon and a healer, and one who is considered by your patients to be a true miracle worker. 
Yours is a special gift which allows you to transform and to restore; giving hope to many who are 
hopeless and strength to those who have become weak. 
As a young man and a graduate of the University of Illinois School of Medicine, you came to Seattle to 
serve an internship at Seattle's Providence Hospital, and began to establish firm roots in Seattle's grow-
ing civic community. 
Service to that community has been a hallmark of your career, as you have shared your time and talents 
very generously with schools and other community organizations, including your assistance to Seattle 
University. 
In your almost twenty-year association with Seattle University, you have been a friend and counselor; 
one who is interested in the young men and women who represent the University in the classroom and in 
the athletic arenas. Many students have graduated from the campus of Seattle University with the fond 
memory of Doctor Walter Scott Brown, a man who provided them with sound advice, guidance and 
moral support. 
We at Seattle University are sincerely grateful for your dedication to our educational mission and are 
truly pleased to confer upon you the degree, Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
SR. MARY LUKE TOBIN, S.L. 
You are one who leads others by thought and action; a woman who has defined her role in the Church 
and in society as one of leadership in a Christian context. 
During the deliberations of the Second Vatican Council, you were one of a few women invited to observe 
the congregation as you began to seek new and more meaningful participation for religious as well as lay 
women in the activities of the Catholic Church. Your concern for issues of social justice has made you a 
questioner; one whose clear moral vision demands the inclusion of an ethical dimension in the discussion 
of political and economic concerns in our world. 
Your career has included the leadership of your community of the Sisters of Loretto, the direction of 
Community Action for the Church Women United, which led you to war-torn Southeast Asia on two 
missions of peace, and your current involvement in questions about the use of nuclear power and nuclear 
armaments. 
Through your friendship with the renowned contemplative monk and author, Thomas Merton, you have 
shared his societal concerns and have sought to clarify those relationships between persons and social 
organizations which, Merton said, lie at the root of every ethical problem of our day. In his honor, you 
have pioneered a new concept in interdisciplinary analysis of contemporary problems by establishing the 
Thomas Merton Center in Denver. 
Upon Sister Mary Luke Tobin, a true humanitarian whose religious life has been dedicated to trans-
forming Catholic social thought into Catholic social action, Seattle University proudly confers the 
degree, Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa. 
SL 
HENRY MARTIN JACKSON 
As one of the most dedicated leaders of the nation's highest legislative body, you have continually dis-
played keen foresight and shrewd judgment in your thirty-nine years in Congress. 
It was your voice we heard in a prior decade warning of the impending energy shortage and advocating a 
national energy policy. 
It was your voice of concern for internationally-recognized human rights which has raised this nation's 
and the world's awareness of neglect for the fundamental human dignity and freedom which exists in far 
too many societies. 
It was your voice of support for environmental legislation which has initiated the National Environmen-
tal Policy Act, the Land and Water Conservation Act and the North Cascades National Park in 
Washington State. 
And it is your strident call for the verifiable limitation of nuclear weapons which is conditioning the pres-
ent day debate over worldwide arms control. 
Seattle University is honored to salute you, Senator Henry M. Jackson, for having this remarkable gift 
of foresight along with the conviction and courage to propose global solutions to problems which chal-
lenge all of humankind. 
Equally admirable is your attentiveness to those concerns of your constituents in our great State of 
Washington. Though you are a man who truly possesses a global perspective, you have not lost sight of 
the needs of the citizens in the Evergreen State. 
Upon Henry M. Jackson, distinguished Senator from the State of Washington, Seattle University 
proudly confers the degree, Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
Seven 
College ofArts and Sciences 
WILLIAM F. LEROUx, S.J. S.T.D., Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 
	
CATHERINE ANN GROGER 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the College. The two 
volume compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, is given as the award which honors the memory of Dr. 
Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until his death in 
1968. 
CERTIFICATE OF HONOR 
	
ELIZABETH M. WOODY 
Awarded at the request of students to a woman in the garden of her full maturity, to one who manifests a deep humanity 
and true love of learning, to one who has successfully challenged the concept of education as an activity peculiar to the 
time and place of the young. The College of Arts and Sciences presents this special certificate in her honor. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
1)vin JEROME BAUMER PATRICIA MARIE HAN NI PATRICIA KAY SAITO 
ROBERT MICHAEL BENETT magna corn laude MARY ANN SALABER 
STEPHEN ROBERT BIXLER CATULEEN AUCE HENNING KENNETH JAMES SANTT 
KATHERINE MARIANNE BLAKE JOHN BRIAN HESTER JODI ANN SIMPSON 
corn laude MARK JOHN HOVEE GREGORY PAUL SPURcK 
l)oIOREs ELIZABETH BREWER PATRICIA ANNE JONES corn laude 
NINA JANE BUTORAC surnrna corn laude DIANE ELAINE STIPP 
magria curn laude KAREN LUANNA KING MICHAELJOEIN SWANSON 
l)\vN MARIE CADDY surnrna corn laude summa corn laude 
curn laode MICHAEL JAMES LAMBO STEPHEN FRANCIS TANGNEY 
JAMES C..PEWELL KENNETH HARRY LATIMER surnrna corn laude 
curn laude I)ANIEL WARREN MARLOW MICHELLE ANN IAYLOR 
PATRICIA MARIE CARNEY CAROL ANNE MARQUESS l)EBORA1I MARIE TREBON 
l)0ROrHY ANN CARVER magna curn laude magna corn laode 
BRYAN PATRICK CoLuccIo .JOsEI'II CLINTON MAY PATRICK GEORGE VALE 
surnma corn laude GORDON A. MCHENRY, JR. curn laode 
CHARLES SCOTT COOPER MARTIN WILLIAM MEEHAN JAMES ANDREW VAN I'UYL 
corn laude TIMOTHY JOSEPH MILNES CONSUELO BURGAZZI DE VIII.ORIA 
THERESA MARIE DEBRUYNE corn laode EDWARD RAYMOND WANG 
BARBARA PLUMMER EARLY JULIA JEAN MORGAN KATHY DIANE WILKE 
surnrna corn laude MARY KEITH MORGAN corn laude 
MELISSA MAUREEN EBERT JUDY DEARBORN NILL Scoru FREDERICK WILLIAMS 
TONY Louis ENDERS summa curn laude DAVID ROBERT WILSON 
SCOTT DANA FANKHAUSER JOHN AUSTIN NOCKLES, III JERESA MARIE WIPPEL 
magna corn laude NNAMDI GEORGE NWUKE magna curn laude 
MARY LOUISE FINKBONNER MARGARET MARY O'BRIEN BRANDON THEODOR YACKULIC 
ELIZABETH TIMMONS FLYNN CARRIE LYNN PACE magna corn laude 
KATHLEEN FULLERTON THOMAS MICHAEL PARKER JOSEPH BAsIl. YORK 
curn laude DANIEL FRANCIS FATTEN magna corn laude 
CHRISTOPHER FRANCIS GIANELLI BRUCE ROBERT PETERS STEPHEN JOSEPH ZUKAITIS 
NEILA JUNE GRAYSON BARBARA JANETTE RINNERT corn laude 
corn laude CHERYL LYNN ROBERTS 
rnagna corn laude 
Eight 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICES 
PATSY MARIE ANDERSON 	 MARILEE FOSBRE 	 LEONA IRENE MOORE 
JON KEITH ARSENAUX 	 cum laude KRISTI LEE TILTON 
CANDACE DUNNE BUDI-IRAM 	 DEBORA HATSUE G0MI 	 magna cum laude 
BRIAN E. CARROLL 	 RITA RENA GRAY 	 JOANNE WILLS VAN ORMAN 
ANITA LOUISE DAVIDSON 	 CYNTIIIA LYNN JORGENSEN 	 summa CUI7i Iwide 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
PATRICIA MARIE BAILEY 	 M. ELAINE MASTERSON 	 STEPHEN OLIVER SCHILLING 
FRANKIE BOLDEN 	 MICHAEL JOHN MILLER 	 rnagna cum laude 
KAREN AGNES BOWEN 	 MARK NEALEY PRATER 	 PATRICIA CATHERINE SULLIVAN 
CATHERINE ANN GROCER 	 cum laude 	 BENEDICT COLLINS UYETAKE 
summa cum laude BEv L. RAMM BRI\N E. WILDS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
APRIL ANN BERGSMAN 	 RINAE Lou PERRON 	 L0RI JEAN SCOTT 
JAMES MICHAEL BERRY 	 rrzagna cum laude SUEANN GRACE SNYDER 
MAUREEN MADUZIA FLEMMER 	 I)ONNA LEE ROBERSON 	 KRISTIN KATHRYN 'IUCKER 
PATRICIA NICHOlS JEROME 	 TERESA ANN ScIIwIND 	 NINA MARIE WILLIAMS 
KAY ELIZABETh O'RIELLY 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES 
NINA ANN BOWMAN 	 JAMES L. HAUBRICK 	 JUNE MARIE PELLEGRINI 
Ylu TONG Cl-IAN 	 JOAN ELIZABETH LALANNE 	 (;RE(;oRv MILTON SEA\' 
ROGER (;/LEN FRENCH 	 summa Corn laude CIIARLENE TYMONY 
magna curn laude ELIzABF;TF1 ANN OMALANZ 
BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE/POLICE SCIENCE 
FELISA REGINA ASPITARTE 
summa coin laude 
STEVEN BRUCE BROWN 
I)\\ - ID N IICIIAEL CLAEYS 
I)I:13R ElAINE CROWSON 
corn laude 
GERALD ThIoM-s FAVERO 
SIIELDON HENRY FERGUSON 
CAROLYN PARKS (;RIFFIN 
IRBAN LIAGEN 
IREDERI(K NIIc-I.;El 111L1. 
NLRK Kzuo INOtYE 
\\-VNE JA(:KSON 
ROBERT N. JOhNSON 
(;RF;; D. KNAPP 
MARLENE KAY MATT 
JOHN W MCBRIDE, III 
Nine 
MARGARET LOUISE MC(;UIRE 
cum laude 
VICTORIA CELESTE MEADOWS 
cum Laude 
KARF.N AILEEN MERIWETHER-WARD 
cum laude 
DANIEL JOSEPH O'NEILL 
PATRICIA MARIA PAGAN 
J OSEPIL WILLIAM PEACh 
cum laude 
J OSEPH WAYNE PURCELL 
TERRY RAND SIIIPI' 
curn laude 
JOHN ROBERT TOMKINS 
SHELLY ANN WALLACE 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
CECIL JEROME BROWN 	 FALANIKO FALANIKO, JR. 
KEVIN PAUL CONDIT 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
I)0NN PATRICK CHRISTIANSEN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MILITARY SCIENCE 
CARL EVERETT DOENITZ 
KENNEII-I JAMES KIRSCH 
magria cum laude 
Ten 
Albers School of Business 
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, Ph.D., Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD RANDAL LYNN BUNESS 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic 
excellence and contributions to the School, the University, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. 
Volpe, Dean of the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAX RUDOLPH ABRAIIAMSEN WILLIAM FORREST GOULD PAUL ELLIOTT PEMBROOKE 
CHERYL LYNN AKESON JOHN CHEVES HASKELL, JR. A. DELORES PETTY 
ABDULMONEM SAUD ALSHAFAI ROBERT RAN DOLPII HEARN corn laude 
MICHAEL JOSEPH ANCTIL JAMES ARTHUR HELGESON I)AvID LEON POPLAWSKI 
corn laude JODY ANN HORGAN corn laude 
JOHN CHURCHILL ARATA ANNE Usu WILLIAM MACLAREN PORTER 
GARY PAUL ARKO PETER STANLY JANKER MARVIN DENNIS RACEY, JR. 
ARMON WAYNE ARMSTRONG corn laude curn laude 
BEN GILBERT ASPEN CYNThIA RUTH JUEL . JEFEREY ALAN RRIc.; 
FRANK K.C. Au Douo IRVIN(-. KAMMERER MARILYN RHODES 
rnagna corn laude W ALEED FARIS KASSAMANI ROBIN LOUISE RICHARDSON 
MICHELLE J. BATES M. MARNIE KNUDSON STEPHEN OWEN RISCI-IBIETER 
MICHAEL HERMAN BECKER NORMAN S. KRUEGER corn laude 
WILLiAM BRIAN BEEBY ADELE BERNADETTE KRUSE NIICIIELLE BRIDGET ROOD 
KEVIN FRANCIS BENZ JUILTAJOYCE KYOTA INGRIDA JANA RCDZITIS 
MARK JOSEPH Bisuop SUSAN MARIE LAMBO LANDON CHARLES RYOR 
CHARLES DAvID BLACK BLAINE NEIL LARSEN MARY ANN RUTH SAKAI 
MARJORIE BELL B0ICE MONTE JEROME LAUBACHER corn laude 
rnagna corn laude CHRIS ,J0HN LAUTMAN JORGE L. SALINAS 
STEVEN MARK BROWN ANITA CAROL LEAF FRANCIS EDWARD SANTOS 
KENNETH I). BRYANT magna corn laude ANDREA LIN SAPLAD 
RANDAI. LYNN BUNESS BARBARA E. LECKIE IIOW..\RD ROBERT SCOUTEN 
surnrna corn laude BETTYE JANIECE LEE NloRIrs JAN SKAUGEN 
ANNE ChRISTINE CHRISTENSEN TAT Ho Lo (;IEN Erx;R SNYDER 
ROBERT C0RTEsE WILLIAM VINCENT LORBESKI cum laode 
WANDA COLEMAN COTTON CARL OTTO LOVENSKIOLD PR.\:II0rA\I S. SRICHAWLA 
WALTER SCOTT COUGAN MOEZ SADRUDIN MANGALJI IIMOTIIY LYLE STAFFORD 
MICHAEL R. CROSS ROBERT LEROY NIARKEE, JR. LARRY EUGENE STEDMAN 
magna corn laude sornma corn laude CINDY MAE STROUSS 
LEISA ANN CROWE .IARV ANN MCHUGH PATRICK I)\VID SULLIVAN 
rnagna corn laude DAVID FRANK MELVIN ARIIIUR PIIuANSIEv TAY 
LANITA LANDRU I)ALTON KEVIN JAMES AHERN MURPHY TIMOThY JAMES ULTICAN 
I)\vID ALAN DANIELSON VINOD NARAIN FRANK VENTURA 
surnrna curn laude rnagna corn laude ThOMAS EDWARD \AISS 
CORNELIUS PATRICK DERMODY MAN Yr.:F: NOR.-\ No LEE I)ONALD 	VEHMEYER 
corn Laude ARThUR C. O'BRIEN MARILYN L. \\ELCI-I 
PATRICK l)OUoIAS I)IJUIIO NoHI: ONYEDIKACIH OGBUAGU IIIOMAS NIICIIAEI. WHITE 
NII(:IIAEL JAMES DOW .JEFI.RE\ ALLEN OIILSFRONI ANITA 	WILSON 
FREDERICK ARFIIUR EASTMAN rnagna corn laode magna corn laude 
Scor-r DANA FANKIJAUSER EhIZAHEIlI C. OLSEN NIICIIAEL STEPHEN WISE 
rnagna corn laode corn laude corn laude 
JAMES IIIEODORE FEND \I\TIHEv JOSEPH O'SHEA VE.-\NNA JEAN \\OO 
EVElYN LUCILLE FORrSON JEFIREY LAUREN PALMER Pui. 'IREMONT 	OOI)ARD 
TR..CIE LYNN FRANK P.Atl. I.. 	PASQUIER IF:u JOHN ZIPP 
\/IR(;ILIA BALJI:sUEROS CANAL magna corn laode corn laude 
NI IUIIAI'IL N I ONROF GIBSON 
magna corn bode 
BACHELOR OF ARIS IN ECONOMICS 
ERNEST GORDON CRIE7 VSto KA\vAHARA \VIII.IAM 	IIIOMAS Rod-hE, 	III 
Eleven 
School of Education 
FREDERICK J. GEIS, Ed.D., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 
	
JEANNE MARIE CHRISTENSEN 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the School of Education by the Dean of the School. Selection is based primarily 
on professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic achievement and service 
to the University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
ROMEO CLEMENT BEATCH P.ui. ANTHONY GIRALMO JAMES DAVID RICE 
REBECCA JEAN E3ERNARDS JAMES MERLIN HALEY summa cuin laude 
ESTRELLA SIEN-MAN CHAN DEBORAH NIRSCHL HARDIE MARY ANN RICHARDSON 
cum laude MARGARET MARY LOVELL aim laude 
MICHAEL CHARLES DECI-IANT CUt? laude KENNETT T. RoBINsON 
SHEILA MARIE DONOVAN Louis F. MANGIONE CBTfl laude 
aim Iwide CHRISTINE ELLEN MORGAN RICHARD JAMES SHEARER 
BARBARA PLUMMER EARLY rnagna aim laude KARYN ANNE STUHR 
summa cum laude MARY KAThLEEN OUSLEY aim laude 
CURTIS ALLAN ESKEBACK EDWARD KEITH OVAMA MARIA SOFIA VACCA 
TIMOTHY PATRICK GABUTERO magna cum laude cum Iwide 
MARK STEVEN GARDNER 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
MARIAN AJAYI ADETUNJI JAMES MICHAEL CLINTON NANCY RosE LARIVIERE 
LINDA LEE BEANS ALVERA KATHERINE DAVIS MICFIELE JOSLYN LEE 
magna curn laude GREGORY LEE GOUKER COLLEEN MARIE LENIHAN 
VERONICA MARY BOTTONE VICTORIA LEE HENDRICKSON KAREN DIANE MATAYA 
CANDIDA ELLIS BRANDON magna curn laude cum laude 
JUDITH A. BRANNIAN LINDA MARY HOFMANN CAROL YAMASITITA MATSUI 
magna cum laude ANN MALINDA ILGEN THOMAS ALAN MULLER 
KRISTI ANN BRANZE SUSAN ANN MARIE JONES ROBBIN ROCHELL RANAGAN 
NANCY BARKER CARNEY VENISE INEZ JONES cum laude 
magna cum laude KATHLEEN ANN KANE SUSAN MARIE SAUVAGE 
JEANNE MARIE CHRISTENSEN cum laude magna cum laude 
summa aim laude CAROLYN ANN KIEBER SANDRA WEGLIN SNYDER 
SHARON LYNN CHRISTIANCY cum latide NANCY VIOLA STEPHENS 
magna aim laude CATHERINE MARIE KIRKMAN magna cum laude 
SHARON CLARK LORI LYNN KUEI-IN LEE HODGMAN WELLS 
Twelve 
School of Nursing 
PATRICIA A. FERRIS, Ph.D., Dean 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 
	
SUSAN MARIE MC DONALD 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in Nursing, and participation in school and community activities, which honors the memory of 
Sister Mary Ruth who was Dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
KATHLEEN CAROL ALLEN SusAN LYNN GODDARD PAMELA ANNE OLICIT 
KIMBERLY ANN ALLEN MARTHA JEAN GRIFFITH cum laude 
SHARI RAE ARNOLD mana aim laude MARISA REBECCA PARONG 
MARY ANN ERNSDORFF BADER REBECCA JUNE HALLAM DIANE MARIE PERRON 
aim laude JANE JOSEPHINE HANSEN CAROLE MURRAY PETERS 
MICIIELI.E JEANNINE BARKER NANCY JEAN HARDER aim laude 
KARYN SCOTT BARTLOW CAROL ANN HARRISON RONNIMAE KAUI NOHEA PORRAS 
MARY CRISTINA BEARD PHYlLIS ANNE HERBERTSON THERESA MARIE PRICE 
DIANNE EVELYN BELANGER MICHELLE MARIE HOBSON aim laude 
ELIZABETH CRAWFORD BELGARD KATHLEEN ANN JACOBSON PHYLLIS ANN READING 
GAYLE MARIE BISOM NANCY JANE JOHNSON aim laude 
cum laude SUsAN TI-IERESE KEANE VENDY MAY REINER 
KAREN OZANICI-! BREDE curn laude IERI MARIE RILEY 
NANCY ANN BRIGHTON CHRISTINA MARIANNE LITTLE - aim twide 
magna curn laude DAVID STEWART LOOSE MARY ELIZABETH REINEN ROBB 
ROBIN GUTMAN CARMICHAEL summa curn laude LESLIE ELIZABETH ROBINSON 
cum taude CHERYL DAWN MAGLEY SUSAN LEE ROBISON 
ARTHUR CLEOPHAS CAZA ANITA LOUISE MAMMOSER cum laude 
LESLIE ANNE COHN sumrna aim laude JENNY LEE Ross 
cum laude JAN CARLENE MANZONI MARGARET ANN ROSS 
SUSAN ELIZABETH CORn-JELL cwn laude PAMELA ANNE SARGENT 
KAREN SUE DAWSON KAREN R. MATTHES DALE ROBERT SCHELL 
cum laude TERESE MAUREEN MCDEVITT CECILIA MARIE SEAL 
JOAN MARIE DEMPSEY magna aim laude MARY LOUISE SHALZ 
CATHERINE ANNE DENNISON SUSAN MARIE MCDONALD MARY ANN VAN RUITEN 
cum laude aim taude FHERESA LOUISE WARD 
NICOLA JANE EISEN LIBBY RAE MOGUSH aim laude 
ELLA MAE ERDMAN LINDA J. MONI.UX MARY TERESE WIECKMANN 
SHELLEY DALE FISHBURN aim laude ChERYL KEIKO YASUDA 
MARY HELEN GALLAGHER BARBARA ANN MORAVEC 
cum laude JEAN ELLEN MURPHY 
GEORGE C. GILDAY magna cum laude 
magna aim laude LEANNE MARIE NORTON 
Thirteen 
School of Science and Engineering 
GARY A. ZIMMERMAN, Ph.D., Dean 
DENISE AGNES ALMOJUELA 
REVEREND EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J. AWARD 	 LORETTA ALICE HILTON 
Awarded to the graduating engineering students judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, 
dedication and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding Dean of the School of Engineering at Seattle University. 
BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
I)ErcIsE AGNES ALMOJUELA 
	
JOHN K. ISECHAL 	 HAMID NOiRI 
FREDERICK LEWIS COOI.EY 
	
FRANKlIN PAUL LABRADOR 	 BERTRAM CIIRISTOPJIER WILLIAMS, JR. 
JIMMIE MELVIN FARMER 
BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN(; 
RIISSAN flU SEIN ASSLAN 
I IIL'-KWON(; CIIAN 
STEVEN Guy HAYNES 
LOREII A AlICE I IILTON 
magna corn laude 
VICTOR Joi IN HUXTABIE 
JAY A. KUEIINY 
TED ERIC VAN OVER 
SC )TT R id fAR]) WATSON 
HON-SANG YUE 
magna corn laude 
BACH ELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
AnDuIG.AIER A. NOIR BUKITARI 
	
I)VII) CHARLES WILLIAMS 	 TSUN-VAI YIP  
corn laude 	 magna corn laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Lo1IsI A. ChRISTENSEN 
	
ROBF:RT JON JACKSON 	 VERNON JOhN NAKATA 
I)'.NiI:i. LI.GENE COAN 
	
MARY EVELYN JASPER 	 ANGElA ONA RICHARDS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLO(;Y 
MARY GA\I.E GOI.DADE 
magria corn laude 
RANDOLPH R1(:I1ARD GRANT 
EDWARD I)EAN LABRADOR 
LESTER ROSAIRE SAUVAGE, JR. 	 MARY ANN AI'. WOODRUFF 
magna corn laude 	 summa corn laude 
R!ciI.Ri) COURTNEY TAHER, JR. 	 DONNA Y. \EE 
PATRICK ANDREW TRESELER 
somrna corn laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
I)ou;IAs BERNARD SCHULTZ 
	
P..viRu:K ANDREW TRESELER 
summa cun laude 
Fourteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
SHARLENE RENEE LABBE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND 
MILES NI. MATSUDA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
HAROLD COOPER BOYKIN 	 RENEE CAMILLA HALIM 	 JAMES FRANCIS VANDENBERG 
NNAMDI CIIUKWUKADIBIA EGRUKICHI 	 magna aim laude 
cum laude 	 LARRY MILTON WALTER 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION 
MICHELLE DIANE BORG 
aim laude 
KIMBERLY RENEE BURTON 
ROSE MARIE CAMILLERI 
DANIEL JAY COHEN 
ANNETTE JUSTINE DEEKS 
magna cum laude 
ROBERT CHARLES FINCH 
CATHY ANN GATES 
magna cum laude  
MARY GENEVIEVE HAGAN 
Lucy DENZEL HAY 
Lois JANE HOLDER 
MONA LUND JORDAN 
MARY ELIZABETH JOUBLANC 
DEBORAH LEE KILWIEN 
MARY WILLARD KING 
magna aim laude 
LINDA MARIE LEVENSON 
ThERESA MARY MCGUIGAN 
EDWARD B. MURPHY, JR. 
OLABISI A. OLATOKUNBO 
CAR0LE ,JEAN SICCARDI 
umma corn laude 
MARY SUSAN VANDENBERG 
ANN LOUISE WEBSTER 
aim laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
RUTH A. WILDE ANDERSON 	 MOHAMMAD SAEED FOTOVAT 	 JAMES KENICHI NAKASONE 
summa aim laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
HENRY .JAMES WATSON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
LEAHMARIE GREER O'BRIEN 
	
CHERYL ANN ZIEGLER 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS 
PETER R. FORREST 
	
FREDERICK CLARK MOTTELER 
	
PAUL G. SK0K0wsKI 




WILLIAM A. Guppy, Ph.D.,Academic Vice President 
MASTER OF ARTS 
ANDRIs CATERS 	 JOhN LARRY MosnovAKIs 	 WILLIAM LEE YAM 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
CAROlYN JEAN ANDERSON FRED R. HARRISON ANNE R. NOREN 
V. NADINE BAKER SLIIRI.EY Lw H0DGS0N ELAINE LOUISE ODERMANN 
JUt.IE BLYSTAD FREDERICK C. JAMISON VERNON SHOICIII OsiliRo 
JOANNE ALLEN BRANCH QUENTIN CHARLES LEE PAul. HOMER PERKINS 
CARI.y1.E A. BUTCIIER SIIIRLF;V JOYCE LEE PATRICK WARREN SAMSON 
JOSEPH I)WIGIIT COVERSON CHARLES WILLIAM LEICESTER VENDY ThOMPSON SHEARER 
JACK VERNON HE KUBBER ROSENDO BARRUGA LUNA, JR. KATHERINE SIDDOWAY 
PATRICK DENNIS DUNNE LENORE FALLEY MCINTYRE JOhN PARK A1.LAN FAYLOR 
.Jo LI.I.EN EI.SNER STEVEN JOhN MEZICII CAROLE AGNES WILLIAMS 
JOE REECE FLEMING ROBERT I)ONALD MORROW ShIRLEY ANNE WILLIAMS 
L(,IS A. FRANK MAKO TAKAIIASHI NAKACAWA KEN ZUKOSKI 
/UGUSTA LENZE CUEMPEL 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
SIIARAN ELIZABETH BROWN 	 RANDI NI. CAMPBELL 	 CHRIsrINE EI.L.EN RUSSELL 
LMOGI:NE BECK JOHNSTON 
NIAS. ..ER OF ARTS IN lEACHING 
1\I(IIIR() NIINAMI 
Sixteen 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
JAMEs CIIAUNCEY BACON, JR. 
MARTIN JOSEPH BOIVIN 
ROBERT Louis I)EV0RE 
(;EORGE JOSEPH DURLI.ER 
C1-IARI.Es LEO (;EHI-IARDT, III 
KYATSANDRA V. COPINATH 
.JAMEs MiCHAEL HACKETT 
JERRY LEE HOIIJNGSWORTU 
H. EDMUNDS KING 
KENNETH C. LARSON 
EDWARD LEE LATIMER 
JAMES K. LEMON 
I)ANIEL LEONARO 
JERRY T. LETNES 
Au Lo1rI-KAzEhl 
S -IlI'uEN SCOTT LOWBER 
RONAI.D G. LUNSFORD 
JOHN KENT MAYESKI 
BEN j05EPIl \ICQCII.I.AN 
JOHN !\LLAN NORDEEN 
RoIERr WI1.LIAM JOHN PEGGS 
.\NTON GREGORY RERECICIT 
MANUEL ATALI(; SABLAN 
. JOIIN ALAN SHUBA 
\IIIIAM IRAVIS SNIDER 
.'\DN.\x ABDULFATTAI-1 SOUFI 
NADER M. SPAIH 
UWE STEUERNAGEL 
V\AYNE ROBERT SWANSON 
LESTER JOHN IESCHNER, JR. 
Sr;phiEN I)ouGLAs II-IROCKMORTON 
(;EORGE W. VAN BODEGRAVEN 
DENNIS WAYNE WOOD 
\\II.LIAM ARTHUR WOODCOCK 
GORDON R. AOODHOUSE 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
NIAR\' BANGASSER BECKER 
	
Lux TILAIN CANTRIL 
	
NANCY SUE REIFLER 
SR. JEAN ANN BERNING, O.S.B 
	
CARON SUE NLcL,.\NE 
	
LINDA THOMPSON 
ROBERr DEL,i..s AKERS 
SUARYN Kv ARNF]\il 
MARIAN M. BAUMAN 
C;RACE LAVAUN BENT 
ROSENIARY BERTUCCI 
NIERWYN AI.TON BOGUE, JR. 
SANDRA KATHERINE BRESLJCH 
NANCY CECIUA BROOKS 
KATHLEEN MARIE CASEY 
VIRGINIA A. CETTOLIN 
TSEWANG CIIODEN CHAMATSANG 
DENIS JOSEPH CLEARY 
EDWARD .JAMES CUNNINGHAM, III 
CARoI.I E. STILLS DAVIS 
DAN JOhN DONAI.DSON 
(;ERAI,DINE WATSON l)ouGL ASS 
KATSUVA ENDO 
SANDRA NIYRENE FADDEN 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
MARY ELI.EN GARVEY 
NIARIE PATRICIA CAvAGELAN 
(;UN1ER GEDICKS 
ANNE ELIZABETH GOLDEN 
F. WIllIAM GREGORY 
i)IANE FLOOD GUSTAVESON 
LINDA SUE HANSEN 
SUSAN HUNTER HESS 
JOAN MARIE FIILBERG 
RIOK0 KOBAYASHI HuRvLiz 
JUNE PAUlINE JOSEPH 
ROBER1 I)AvID KEPPEL 
ROSEMARY ELLEN KRSAK 
NANCY LYNN LATOURELLE 
LAURA VANETTI LOECK 
NANCY ANN NICCI.OSKEY 
N IARY LEE WALSH MCI)OUGAE.L 
GARY KENNETH NIICKELSON 
THOMAS HENRY NIElSEN 
TWYLA GRACE NOBLE 
CLYDE ALBERT NORDGREN, JR. 
PAUL CHARI.ES ORCUTT 
JO-ANN JOBE PARRIsh 
RICHARD ROBERT PLUT 
ERICA hONEYWELL POSNER 
CATI-IY ANN POWERS 
TF:RENCE MIChAEL RABBITT 
I)EN\ MARIE RAMM 
PAMLA ASIA SissoN 
ElEANOR MARTINEZ SMIrLI 
KENNETH DALE STARK 
SHIRLEY ANN STEVENSON 
CAROL CHAMBERLIN STIMMEL 
SOJOURNER TRUTH 
DENNIS ORLIN WOLFF 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
BERNADETTE ANELI,O, M.S.0 
	
NI ARYJANE LEHTINEN, O.P 
	
ANN MARIE NIIu.ER, R.S.M. 
Seventeen 
MAST ER OF PUBLIC A1)MINISTRATION 
S1I..\I1R..\I Air.ioi 
NIERRILI. LANDIS AMES 
ROBERT CHARLES BAKKE 
JOSEI'II \ILLIAM BELL 
I)oRL.I;NI: RAE NIERRIII. BLEHA 
JohN f'hl)MAS BRINSON 
SUSANNE MARIE BRUYRE 
JULIE FRANCES BURR 
THOMAS JOSEPH FAIJRE 
IIIOMAS CRAIG FITZSIMMONS 
(:lhF;Rl. DAVIDSON GALES 
BONNER JAMES GORDON 
ROBIN LESLIE GREEN 
PATRICIA ANN GUNOVICK 
FALSAL. EALAH HsI1ER 
NIAL)(;: ANN HAWKINS 
ANN EI,SAAS HETIJERINCTON 
AVRAM L1.:ONARD LANSK\ 
FRANK JOSEI'II LEJBLY, JR. 
SHARON AKEMI LOVROVICH 
Au AKBAR \IAIIBOORZADEII 
GlOR(;I LI)WARD NIANTE 
H. EEl) IREI)ERICK N lAYER 
LYLF \ARREN NIILLER 
ER WILLIAM P.viRIcK 
51AV B >511 P.\i.00KI 
N I AR' BET! V HURl) SAVELA 
JAMEs I)OwNER STANFORD 
\ASUSIII JOhN IAKAIIASHI 
H. ICIIARI) It I'vI.oR 
RI:NI: NI.\R;\RI:T TILLMAN 
I.I)\ l.NG VO() 
(rj.isriS DElLA ARBUCKLE 
IARI. CR.IG BARTMESS 
I'&ICI IARI) J AC()B BERONER 
SR. PATRICIA M. BRANNAN 
kATHlEEN NIARIE CARR 
JOhN ANTI-ION\ LISEN 
SR. IRENE F1\L1.oN 
I )i-.o )R.I i K..VIHI.EEN FOsFER 
. JANE1 ANITA GAGNON 
j IL LANA ANIPARO CARZA 
NIACREEN JOAN HII.LIARD 
NI.\R.\NN JOHNSTON 
S\I3IN.; ,JORDAN 
ShARON ANN KOMADINA 
MASTER OF RELI(;IOUS EI)UCA11ON 
SR. JOYCE LEhMAN 
SR. NIARY KL:NNF:rhI LEWIS, S.L. 
P,.vFRICIA ANN LLEB 
CATHERINE BARBARA Luowio 
SR. ROSEMARIE IERESA MALY, O.S.B. 
N11\Rv MARKWARDT 
CHRISTINE MARIE MATTHEWS, 0. P. 
J OLIN J)OLJGI.AS MCCALLUM 
ONE.;I.jOSEI'II NICGOWAN, S.J. 
MARY CIIRIsrINA NICNIANUS, R.S.M. 
SIIIRL.E\JE..\N MCNIILLAN 
(SR. NI,.\Rv MEl.) 
NIOTIIER IGNArII..:S NIIcEl.I, NI.S.C. 
SR. SALLY !\NN NASH, O.S.U. 
SHARON Rosi-: OLBERDING 
(SR. LAVERN) 
BERNARD ALBERT PARENT 
5i. LMII.IA ANN PASTRANO, NI.C.I). P. 
THOMASJOSEPII PIIELAN 
SR. NI.RGARET JEAN QUINN 
ROSAI.INF CECILIA REDICAN 
JANET I JELEN SCIIAFFRAN, CI). P. 
I(LORIA ANN SNIL'RL.o 
EDWARD LAWRENCE SULLIVAN 
SR. ANITA C. SWANSEN 
HEL.ENA JOYCE THONIA5 
NIASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING 
CRAIG LEE NIATIIISON 
	
JOAN ADRIENNE MITCHELL 
	
DAVID \AIIARRY SCHIFi-RIN 
MASTER OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERIN(; 
(;ERIIARD ERNST SEIDEL 
	
ShhLNo-YEEN SHEEN 
I)OCTOR OF EDUCATION 
GORDON FRANCIS AI.BRIGHT 
DIAN SINIONS BLOM 
PAUL (;EORGE CHAPILK 
NIARGARET TOKUNAG..\ Criow 
ALBERT ROOSEVELT COHEN 
MARY FR.NCINE I)OcK5TADER 
ROBERT R.v (;RY 
J OSEI'h I RI:ED HAGGER1Y 
Ru -i - H F. LAWLESS 
NIARIE IIIwr. ...... NIEANEY 
(;..\R\ Dotui.,s NIoRRIsoN 
l'IIII.l.II' LEE SORENSEN 
\IR(,INLA ANN TRESVANT 
ROBERTA VAN DER VOORT 
(;lORGE Li-:wis \II.S0N 
Eighteen 
Charge to the Graduates 
In response to a special charge which will be given to them by the Reverend William J. Sullivan, S.J., President of 
Seattle University, the graduates will recite in unison the following pledge: 
WITH A PROFOUND SENSE OF GRATITUDE AND RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR THE GIFT OF EDUCATION WHICH I HAVE RECEIVED 
I PLEDGE MYSELF TO 1-JOLD MY DEGREE AS A TRUST 
AND TO DEDICATE MYSELF 
TO THE SERVICE OF MY FELLOW MEN AND WOMEN 
AS A MANIFESTATION OF ENDURING LOYALTY 
TO MY ALMA MATER, MY COUNTRY AND MY GOD 
A wards 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 	 PATRICK ANDREW TRESELER 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of out-
standing achievement, the President's Award is an engraved silver tray. 
SCHOLARSHIP CITATIONS 
Graduates who have completed a baccalaureate degree with the highest possible academic scholarship are awarded a 
certificate of achievement. The certificate has been earned by the following graduates: 
RANDAL LYNN BLNESS 
	
K\I(EN I t\NN  KINC; 	 JoNxE L. \'N ORl\N 
JEANNE MARIF C:IlRrsrI.:NSEN 
	
ANITA IA)LISE NIAMMOSER 	 (Ro1F: JEAN SIcc\RDI 
(.\TUERINE ANN (;R;FR 
	
h(EI)ERIC:K CLARK \h)I1 ELER 	 Nlici fALL JOhN SWANSON 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS 
Seattle University in sincere and grateful acknowledgment of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the University 
and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on: 
CLARENCE LIONEL ABELLO, B.Ec.—FOREIGN LANGUAGES (1952) 
FRANCIS XAVIER BISCIGLIA, S.J., M.A.—FOREIGN LANGUAGES (1963) 
JAMES P. GOODWIN, Si., M.A.—SOCIOLOGY (1950) 
CHARLES SEBASTIAN LaCUGNA, Ph.D.—POLITICAL SCIENCE (1947) 
SR. MARY ROBERTA McMAHON, O.P., Ph.D—PHILOSOPHY (1962) 
ALUMNI DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
	
JOHN T. O'BRIEN 
The Seattle University Alumni Association, in conjunction with its Board of Governors, has acknowledged John T. 
O'Brien as the 1979 recipient of the Alumni Distinguished Service Award. Mr. O'Brien, Deputy Kingdome Facilities 
Manager, has maintained a loyal relationship with Seattle University since his graduation in 1953. "I benefited more 
than Seattle University did from my attendance; and I never forgot. As time goes by you look for the opportunity to help 
out in any way you can." 
Nineteen 
Commissions 
AUGUST 9, 1978—Angela 0. Richards, Quartermaster Corps 
OCTOBER 30, 1978—Carl E. Doenitz, Ordnance Corps 
MARCH 2, 1979—Patrick R. Ingram, Engineering Corps 
JUNE 3, 1979—Robert E. Apsel, Armor; Cecil J. Brown, Engineering Corps; *Danny  Chang, Medical Service Corps; 
Susan L. Gelle, Medical Specialist Corps; John B. Hester, Armor; *P eter  S. Janker, Armor; *Kevin  J.A. Murphy, In-
fantry; *Daniel  F. Patten, Infantry; *J effrey  A. Rang, Infantry; and Scott R. Watson, Signal Corps. 
* Distinguished Military Graduates 
Graduate Fellowships 
Joseph LaCugna (Philosophy) 
Frederick Motteler (Physics) 
Steven Tagney (Philosophy) 
Patrick A. Treseler (Chemistry) 
(List incomplete due to publication deadline) 
Rotary Club Scholarship 
University of Washington Research and 
Teaching Assistantship in Physics 
Duquesne University Department of Philosophy Fellowship 
Duke University School of Medicine 
Student Academic A wards 
Eugene F. Fabre Award—Presented annually by Alpha Sigma Nu to the senior Sharon Christiancy 
who has done the most to promote scholarship, loyalty and service. 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science Bryan P. Coluccio 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award Majorie G. Boice 
Albers School of Business Distinguished Service Award Marilyn L. Welch 
Albers School of Business Leadership Award William F. Gould 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award Donald L. Wirta 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award Martin Boivin 
Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award Anne T. Stern 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member David D. Danielson 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Cathy A. Carlson 
Graduates Club Outstanding Athlete Scholarship Award Bryan P. Coluccio 
Twenty 
Student Achievement Awards 
Athletes of the Year 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers—First Place 
Western Washington Technical Paper Competition 
Pacific Northwest Conference of Student Chapters 
of American Society of Civil Engineers—First Place 
Regional Technical Paper Competition 
Pacific Northwest Conference of Student Chapters 
of American Society of Civil Engineers—First Place 
Seattle University/University of Washington Paper Competition 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
Northwest Area Region VI Student Paper Contest—Second Place 
Sigma Theta Tau—Outstanding Nursing Senior Award 
ROTC University President's Trophy 
ROTC Commander's Sabre Award 
George C. Marshall ROTC Award, 
George C. Marshall Research Foundation, Lexington, VA 
Reserve Officer Association Scholarship Award 
Department of the Army Superior Senior Cadet Award 
Daughters of the American Revolution Achievement Award 
American Veterans of World Wars Award 
Col. Steven J. Millet Award 




Denise A. Almojuela 
Denise A. Almojuela 
Victor J. Huxtable 
Anita L. Mammoser 
Jeffrey A. Rang 
Peter S. Janker 
Kevin J.A. Murphy 
Danny Chang 
Daniel F. Patten 
Kevin J.A. Murphy 
Danny Chang 
John B. Hester 
Scott R. Watson 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA, NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES HONORARY 
Kristina Holman, Mark Holodniy, Craig M. McAllister, Lester R. Sauvage, David C. Smith, Patrick A. Treseler and 
Mary Ann Woodruff. 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Ruth Anderson, Mauna Arnzen, Frank Au, Gayle Bisom, Mary Blanchette, Dawn Caddy, James Chacata, Jeanne 
Christensen, Sharon Christiancy, Bryan Coluccio, Christa Converse-Rice, Debra Crowson, Anita Davidson, Karen 
Dawson, George Dechant, Jr., Sheila Donovan, Barbara Early, Margaret Fisher, Marilee Fosbre, Kazuo Fujisawa, 
Mary Goldade, Kimberly Hagen, Patricia Hanni, Victoria Hendrickson, Judith Higgins, Loretta Hilton, Mary Lou 
Hoffman, Kristina Holman, Patricia Jones, Kathleen Kane, David Kirby, Christopher Korte, Joseph LaCugna, Joan 
LaLanne, Nancy LaRiviere, Priscilla Lin, Peggy Lovell, Craig McAllister, Colleen McCluskey, Victoria Meadows, 
Paulo Mickelionis, Timothy Myers, Vinod Narain, Glenn Nelson, Mark Olagy, Gary Ostrander Edward Oyama, Paul 
Pasquier, Rinae Perron, James Rice, Mary Richardson, Cheryl Roberts, Mary Ann Sakai, Anne Sacquitne-de Sammy, 
Lester Sauvage, David Smith, Dean Smith, Glen Snyder, Karyn Stuhr, Kirsti Tilton, Eiko Tokunaga, Patrick Treseler, 
James Vandenberg, Joanne Van Orman, Judith Whitehall, Donald Wirta, Elizabeth Wylie, Teresa Zabawska and 
Stephen Zukaitis. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONORARY 
Michael J. Anctil, Martin J. Boivin, Randal Lynn Buness, John C. Calhoun, David Alan Danielson, Robert L. DeVore, 
Kenneth Earl Elliott, Scott D. Fankhauser, Michael M. Gibson, H. Edmunds King, Anita C. Leaf, Jerry Letnes, Vinod 
Narain, Brian Guy Norwood, E. Arlene Park, Paul L. Pasquier, David W. Schiffrin, Marcia Joslyn Sill, Anne T. Stern, 
George W. Van Bodegraven, John William Vandenberg, Donald L. Wirta, Jr. and Michael S. Wise. 
Twenty-One 
SIGMA P1 SIGMA, NATIONAL PHYSICS HONORARY 
Frederick C. Motteler and Paul G. Skokowski. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Gayle M. Bisom, Lenore Campbell, Maude J. Carter, Arthur C. Caza, Jerry J. Flintoff, Judith Higgins, Kathleen 
Hosey, Anita L. Mammosser, Diane M. Nolan, Gwen Otte, Leslie D. Rickard and Susan L. Robison. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Algenis Coello, Richard Ferranti, Dodd Grande, Loretta Hilton, Jay Kuehny, Pok-Man B. Leung, Patrick Ryan, Sin-
Tang and Hon-Sang Yee. 
Scholarships 
Seattle University has many corporate and memorial donors who are very generous to the University. We have listed 
only those scholarship recipients who are graduating seniors. 
CORPORATE/MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
To Graduating Seniors 
BOEING COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP: Jay A. Kuehny 
BOEING COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP: Yeanna Jean Woo 
ELKS NATIONAL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: Anita L. Davidson 
FIDELITY MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK SCHOLARSHIP: Peter R. Forrest 
FRED G. ZAHN SCHOLARSHIP FUND: Peter R. Forrest 
GEORGIA PACIFIC FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: Nancy A. Brighton 
M.M. SCOTT SCHOLARSHIP: Mary Ann Salabar 
OREGON STATE ELKS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Anita L. Davidson 
ROSEMARY McCONE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Victoria L. Hendrickson 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP: Evelyn L. Fortson 
WESTERN GEAR COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP: Denise A. Almoujuela 
WEYERHAUSER COMPANY FOUNDATION NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP: David Alan Danielson 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Stuart M. Anderson, Gloria M. Bisch, Patrick D. Brown, Roslyn A. Brown, Debra E. Bryan, Leslie A. Budewitz, 
Bridgett A. Chandler, Catherine R. Degnin, Teresa Y. Donovan, Suzanne M. Eckstrom, Larry A. Erickson, Maura M. 
Garrett, Jan M. Greenlee, Marie E. 1-lamel, Nancy A. Harrison, Douglas M. Herman, Curtis L. Heye, Rita M. Hilton, 
Lynn M. Jorgensen, Elizabeth A. Kaye, Tracy A. Kerns, Kelly W. Knox, Douglas L. Kries, Caroline A. Leachtenauer, 
Timothy J. LeClaire, An-Marie Louie, Coleen M. Miller, Jennifer Montague, Stacey L. Musch, Pamela S. Nicely, Kelli 
J. Nichols, David C. Spellman, Mary Beth Stephens, Chris Ann Steward and Brian B. Thompson. 
ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Karl F. Bahm, Patrick T. Byrne, James E. Chacata, Danny Chang, Victor P. Chargualaf, Reginald B. Crosson, Bret D. 
Daugherty, George M. Dechant, Michael A. Dory, Todd A. Farrar, Susan L. Gelle, John B. Hester, Peter S. Janker, 
Christopher D. Korte, Richard K. Langston, Kevin J.A. Murphy, Daniel A. Patten, Jeffrey A. Rang, Teresa A. Ros-
sman, Paul G. Satushek, Scott R. Watson and David R. Wilson. 
Twenty- Two 
STUDENT SERVICE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Charles David Black, ASSIJ Treasurer; Anne C. Christensen, Spectator Production Editor; Bart Dean, Spectator News 
Editor; Rex T. Elliott, ASSU First Vice President; Bettye J. Lee, ASSU Comptroller; Gordon A. McHenry, Jr. ASSU 
President; Maureen E. McNerthney, ASSU Executive Secretary; Michael A. Morgan, Spectator Photo Editor; Judy D. 
Nil!, Spectator Copy Editor; Paul L. Pasquier, Spectator Business Manager; Timothy J. Pavolka, ASSU Activities Vice 
President; K. Mike Ruhl, ASSU Publicity Director; Steven R. Sanchez, Spectator Sports Editor; Carole A. Silbernagel, 
Spectator Managing Editor; Gregory S. Tanner, Spectator Copy Editor; Janne W. Wilson, Spectator Feature Editor; 
and Teresa M. Wippel, Spectator Editor-in-Chief. 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
PROJECT/DISSERTATION TITLES 
Gordon Albright Articulation of Secondary & Post-Secondary Educational Programs in the State of Wash- 
ington to Better Utilize Existing Resources 
Dian Blom A Model Cafeteria Style Fringe Benefit Program 
Paul Chaplik Staff Development for Administrators in Evaluation of Classroom Teachers & Certificated 
Support Personnel 
Margaret Chow Teacher-Parent Conferencing in the Elementary Schools 
Albert Cohen Leadership Curriculum for the Gifted: Grades Four to Six 
Mary Dockstader Comparative Study of Developmental Sex Differences in Moral Reasoning 
Robert Gary Development of a Pilot Program for the Evaluation of Classroom Teachers 
Joseph Haggerty Teacher-Parent Conferencing in the Elementary Schools 
Ruth Lawless The Parent & the Gifted Child 
Gary Morrison 	 Local School District Responsibility in Regard to Federal Legislation on the Handicapped: 
A Semi-Programmed Text 
Marie Meaney 	 A Guide for Implementing Values Education in the Primary Grades 
Phillip Sorensen 	Teacher-Parent Conferencing in the Elementary Schools 
Virginia Tresvant 	Faculty Desegregation 
Roberta van der Voort 	Delphi Identification of Services & Programs for United Way of King County 
George Wilson 	 Indicators of High School Enrollment Trend/Facility Imbalance: An Evaluative Model 
Twenty- Three 
Academic Costume 
The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculties and candidates for degrees at graduating exercises are a 
costume dating back to the Twelfth Century. In medieval days the scholars were clerics; the buildings were cold; capes 
and hoods were required for warmth, the robes of scholars were similar to the cassocks of the clerics. 
In the course of years of development, caps with tassels have replaced capes for the head covering, the hooded cape has 
been modified into the present hood, and the gowns with long flowing sleeves have been redesigned to indicate the 
character of the degree of the wearer. In 1893, a student movement in the United States endorsed academic apparel as 
overcoming awkwardness and difference in dress at graduation exercises and resulted in a standardization of academic 
costume in this country. 
The Intercollegiate Code, adopted in 1895, recognizes three styles of gowns: a bachelor's gown, a master's gown, and a 
doctor's gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape of the sleeves and in the trimming. Hoods 
are also recognized for each of the above degrees and vary in shape, size and length. The shell of the hood matches the 
black material of the gown, and is lined with the color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. The velvet 
bordering of the hood is of a color indicative of the field of learning to which the degree pertains. The Oxford cap, proper 
for all degrees, is worn both indoors and outdoors with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the left eye once the 
degree is conferred, is also symbolic of the degree and conforms to the code of colors for hood trimming. Prior to the ac-
tual conferring of the degree the tassel is worn over the right eye. Holders of doctor's degrees are entitled to wear a gold 
tassel. The tassel of a bachelor's degree indicates the field in which the degree is granted. The color for each field of learn-
ing follows: 
Arts, Letters and Humanities White Library Science Lemon 
Business Olive Drab Medicine Green 
Dentistry Lilac Music Pink 
Economics Copper Nursing Apricot 
Education Ice Blue Philosophy Dark Blue 
Engineering Orange Physical Education Sage Green 
Fine Arts Brown Public Affairs Peacock Blue 
Journalism Crimson Science Golden Yellow 
Laws Purple Theology and Divinity Scarlet 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Seattle University ROTC Color Guard 
Department of Fine Arts, Seattle University 
West Seattle High School Band 
Commencement flowers will be given by Seattle University 
to the Danish Old People's Home. 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
Twenty-Four 
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